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ARCHITECT:
A person trained and experienced in the design of buildings and the coordination and supervision of all 
aspects of the construction of buildings. 

INTERIOR DESIGNER:
AA person who specializes in designing architectural interiors and their furnishings, one who specializes in   
interior design. Many people use the terms "interior design" and "interior decorating" interchangeably, but 
these professions differ in critical ways.

Interior design is the art and science of understanding people's behaviour to create functional spaces 
within a building. Decoration is the furnishing or adorning of a space with fashionable or beautiful things. 
In short, “interior designers may decorate, but decorators do not design.”

InteriorInterior designers apply creative and technical solutions within a structure that are functional, attractive 
and beneficial to the occupants' quality of life and culture. Designs respond to and coordinate with the 
building shell and acknowledge the physical location and social context of the project. The interior design 
process follows a systematic and coordinated methodology, including research, analysis and integration 
of knowledge into the creative process, to satisfy the needs and resources of the client.

INTERIOR DECORATOR: 
OneOne that decorates, especially an interior decorator. The planning and execution of the layout, decoration, 
and furnishing of an Interior Designer.

FURNISHER: 
A person who is equipped with what is needed, especially to provide furniture for Interior.

CONTRACTOR: 
One that agrees to furnish materials or perform services at a specified price, especially for construction 
work.

CARPENTERCARPENTER: 
A skilled worker who makes, finishes, and repairs wooden objects and structures.

ONE ‘MUST’
UNDERSTAND THE
“DIFFERENCE” BETWEEN-
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Interior Designing is an art of co-ordinating various aspects of a space 
like, site, architecture, function, aesthetics etc. Everything should be in 
proportion and in harmony. Proportion & Harmony in balancing proper 
use of space, light, colour, texture, fabric, furniture etc. and at the 
same time highlighting certain focal points to create some interesting 
‘wow’ elements to break the monotony.

&& at the same time one must not forget the code and regulatory             
requirements, adopt principles of environment and must encourage 
sustainability.

Thus we have been developing successful projects and catering to the 
best of dwelling needs of our esteem clients.

Fakir Singh
CEO, Design & Decors
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A
Q. What role will I be asked to play in the overall 
design process?

With D&D’s unified design-team approach, you have 
the opportunity to either be an involved or less              
involved participant in the process based on your    
preferences.

Initially,Initially, we will ask you to complete a fact-gathering 
questionnaire. This document provides our design 
team with key information like your design preferen-
ces, remodelling goals, scope of remodel desired and 
preliminary financial parameters.

“All said and done we Believe in Co-Creation.....
....Your ideas blending with Our experties, Your 
Dreams come true. ”

Q. What are the key responsibilities that D&D will 
assume?

D&D’s goal is to make your project design process as     
problem-free and as positive as possible. Our   
client-friendly staff will guide you through our overall         
approach and keep you regularly informed on our       
progress as we proceed. In plain terms, here are the key 
responsibilities that D&D will assume:

- Detailed explanation of our overall design process

-- Review of your specific vision, site requirements,          
financial parameters and potential plan and style     
options.

- Development and presentation of your concept 
design options.

- Review of your options including cabinets,  appliances, 
furnishings, fabrics, etc.

- Preparation of your final drawings.- Preparation of your final drawings.

- Specification of your finishes and other selections.

- Project management on your behalf if you so desire.

Q. How does D&D’s approach differ from that of 
other design firms?

At D&D, there are numerous ways we strive to provide 
our clients with a truly unique and positive experience.

First and foremost, we pride ourselves on designing 
with the client’s specific vision and needs in mind.

Second, you benefit from our designers’ unmatched 
ability to blend creativity and beauty with everyday 
functionality and  practicality of construction.

ThirdThird, D&D’s comprehensive, start-to-finish service       
relieves you of the burden of managing your project. 
Our talented staff provides complete interior design 
services from concept development through project 
completion including materials sourcing, contractor 
recommendation and construction oversight.

FourthFourth, you will find our professional staff readily          
accessible and excellent communicators.

Fifth, we welcome clients from all over the world.

Q. What are the Main Criterias I should consider in 
selecting an Interior Design firm?

You should select your Interior Design firm with as much 
care and scrutiny as you devote in choosing your      
personal belongings. Key considerations in making this 
very important selection must include atleast the          
following:

- Professionally equipped office and supporting staff.

- Quality of the design created.

- Prompt, courteous & reliable service. - Prompt, courteous & reliable service. 

- Extensive industry knowledge & experience

- Presents you with a well-defined budget.

- Offers “Value-Added” benefits beyond price alone.

- Access to exclusive product lines.
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Established in 1986 the team behind Design & Decors pioneered in Interior Designing & Furnishing business 

in Odisha, India. We have been dealing in all scales of Interior Designing, Furnishing and related                  

Supervision works.   Following success in Interior Designing, we have expanded our horizons by adding up 

Architectural Design wing and we are able to create a parallel track of goodwill as we have been      

maintaining since about three decades. 

WeWe have a complete Design Cell equipped to handle any kind of Architectural & Interior Designing work 

that includes dedication of our Architects & Interior Designers and supporting staff. Our prime focus has 

always been to deliver the best in designing while we conceptualize “Beauty in Simplicity” as our theme. 

Our work ethics is based on co-creation with client’s participation, cooperation and look into their interest, 

their views to give our Best @ Value for money to their budget while maintaining uncompromised quality      

standards. 
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WE CARE
TO LISTEN
AND LOVE
TO SERVE.
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Way back in 1986 he got the opportunity to cater a   
Scandinavian company, collaborated to setup a captive 
power plant in Odisha, to provide them Western Standard 
Living accommodation by converting some age-old 
quarters laying in very dilapidated conditions. It was a       
sizable project and continued over more than a year. 
Since the required items were not available locally, he 
hadhad to travel lengths and breadths of India in exploration 
to find products and items to make the project             
COMPLETE; all the works delivered to the utmost                 
satisfaction of the client.

Though it was a Great Challenge, it taught Singhji all 
the practical lessons required to learn everything      
regarding Interior Furnishing work. This experience 
started a new era in his life. Being open to learn and 
adapting with the latest trends, it’s been 28 good 
years he has been adding up knowledge and           
experience in providing better Living Style Solutions till 
date. date. 

A few words that position him well, 
“He is the Master-Mind behind Design & Decors.”

Grandson of a master craftsman carpenter, 
Fakir Singh popularly known in his circle as  Singhji, 
early in life had a knack for better living. 
Though involved in Ice Factories, Cold-storages, 
Marine Product Exports and Hospitality family 
business from the age of sixteen, his creative 
side would keep encouraging him to always 
keep his mind open, and look for Innovative      keep his mind open, and look for Innovative      
Livings ideas. This led to his desired profession.
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INTERIOR IS THE
FUNCTIONAL PART OF 
OUR LIVING SPACE. 
WE MUST MAKE IT 
THE BEST
- FAKIR SINGH”

“
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 JASPAL KAUR
(Proprietor)

SheShe wears many hats to play rolls of an  
Entrepreneur, a Business Lady, a Wife, a 
Mother… She knows her respective job 
well and handles her responsibilities at 
ease. She is excellent with needle and   
fabrics, her ideas on window furnishing 
and wherever fabric is a part of any          
interiorinterior project her suggestions are always 
accepted. 
As it is well mentioned by Mary Kay Ash, 
an American Business lady, ”The Speed of 
the Leader is the Speed of the Gang” 
Jaspal believes in speed in action, leads 
the D&D Gang with speed which results in 
timely accomplishment of any assignment.

             JYOTPREET SINGH
                 (Managing Director)

He completely analyzes the business requirements of different          
departments in the organisation and conducts feasibility studies to 
determine the best use of technical  resources.
HisHis primary role is to look after Operations, Internal Affairs, Work Flow, 
Technology, and Legalities of the organisation.
Holding more than 12 years of experience in the field of IT             
Hardware, Software as well as Designing, he is the strongest      
technical support in the team.

UZYOL KAUR 
(Sr. Interior Designer)

SheShe has a keen  eye for details. The very        
special element in her approach to work – 
“There should be no wastage.” She is 
good at designing and crafting Interior  
accessories, may it be a paper, fabric, or 
plastic…give her some leftover material 
and something useful will be made out of 
that. that. 
AutoCAD flows at speed under her hand 
which convinces the clients that they are    
working with professionals. From grasping 
the ideas of the Clients, visualizing,         
conceptualizing is like gimmick and that 
makes the work easier for the team     
members.

   SIBAPRASAD PATRO 
   (Civil Engineer)

HeHe has varied skills like drafting technical drawings, ability to 
visualise perspective & 3Dimensional space, keen interest 
in design – both architectural and interior, skill to visually     
interpret the given ideas, tendency to work quickly and to 
respond to any required changes & ability to work as part 
of a team.
HeHe has good site supervision skills and takes care of the pro-
ject management part as well. 

      SONAM TRIPATHY
      (Architect)
HerHer knowledge of Engineering and Architectural 
codes along with her exceptional skills and          
experience in Planning, Detailing, Designing and 
Coordinating projects both in the public and      
private sectors makes her a highly valuable 
member of our team.
HerHer nature-inspired designs of buildings, not only 
reflect the social responsibility towards the      
community, but also to the environment in a great 
way. She had the privilege to have been                
involved in different types of buildings of various  
projects, during her career so far. She is passionate 
about both the exterior and interior of any building.

THE TEAM
AT A GLANCE
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WE WORK TOGETHER TO TURN IDEAS INTO...
THE TEAM AT WORK

...REALITY
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CORPORATE
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“

”

Design & Decors has taken the Interior 
Design for our entire  organization to 
the next level. Considering our needs & 
budget as a foundation, they infuse  
originality, experience, creativity and  
innovative ideas into their works, to   
deliver our exact requirement; it is  
really praise worthy.really praise worthy.

- Gopabandhu Kar
(Managing Member, SOA University)
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ITER Engineering College has been          
expanding in thousands of sq.ft. area 
every year. Engineers behind all this       
development required a place to discuss 
daily matters. This round shaped water 
works building was chosen to setup as the 
Engineers’ Office. 
ThereThere were water pipes sprouting here & 
there and noise above 85 dB would keep 
disturbing when water pumps ran for a 
few hours. These guys wanted us for a 
serene environment to discuss hi-tech 
matters. Every issue taken care of step by 
step through required application of 
knowledge,knowledge, design, materials and         
execution. 

The space came out to be very tranquil & 
ambient where Engineers and technical 
people can seat together to expand 
their visions. Matters of development    
started taking place peacefully. 

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2011 - 12
Design Concept: Modern

INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION & RESEARCH 
ENGINEER’S OFFICE

ASST. DEAN is a very responsible position 
for any college, and needs to look after 
many affairs of the students & teaching 
faculties. 

AA number of offices were set-up by 
D&D team in design & execution of 
high-end executive offices for these   
responsible dignitaries. Each project 
earned us happy shake hands and 
goodwill.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2011 - 12
Design Concept: Modern

INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION & RESEARCH 
DEAN’S OFFICE
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Pal Group of Companies is one of our most 
favoured clients. We enjoy lots of freedom 
in working with them, A good exposure to 
interiors at their end has always been an 
advantage to work with them.
ReciprocatingReciprocating they openly accept our   
designing and suggestions which allows us 
to expand our vision and do everything to 
their satisfaction.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2011
Design Concept: Modern

HOTEL PAL HEIGHTS
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2012 - 13
Design Concept: Modern

INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION & RESEARCH
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

A thorough renovation required to this Executive 
Office of the Director. A touch here and there 
added, replaced without disturbing much the     
original interior and a good face lift was done to 
this room. 

TheThe metallic texture work on the back wall is an 
eye-catching element and some technical issues 
were well taken care of to overcome areas 
which were troubling for years. Now the room is 
freshened up for quite some time to come.
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Chairman MIET: “Look Singhji, We 
want a Multipurpose & Multifunctional 
office which should accommodate 
Corporate Meeting room, Students- 
Placement-Counselling-Interview 
rooms, and also should accommodate 
resting area for Company Executives 
callingcalling on for placement affairs. You 
are confined to this much limited 
space.”
It was done by meeting all the                  
requirements sought for and we had 
the pleasure of this accomplishment 
and complements.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh & Uzyol Kaur
Year: 2011 - 12
Design Concept: Modern

MAHAVIR GROUP OF 
INSTITUTES
PLACEMENT OFFICE

All the interior works done at SOAU         
University Office like Main Lobby,            
Accounts Department, Multi-Disciplinary 
Research Centre for advanced studies, 
Conference Hall, and Computer Lab 
etc.; each project has some uniqueness 
of design and this is too small a space to 
narrate all of those. narrate all of those. 
If one work of 4500 Sq. ft. required at site 
designing and completion in two weeks 
another had a double height situation, 
which you cannot block as the premises 
was functional. ‘The project should get 
completed on this date to celebrate the 
University Foundation day and the 
designdesign & ambiance should spell the right 
introduction of the University.’ Always for 
us it was “no issues…will be done” and it’s 
done!

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2010
Design Concept: Modern 
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UNIVERSITY OFFICE
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Interior Designer: Fakir Singh & Uzyol Kaur
Year: 2010 - 2011
Design Concept: Modern

INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS & 
COMPUTER SCIENCE
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE

IBCS being a management college, the Director’s 
office had to give a high-end corporate office feel 
that the Executives-in-making at this institute could get 
the exposure to the corporate world. 
AA board room with a big, but low height meeting 
table along with sofa chairs is the unique feature of this 
office which was accepted by the management with 
some reluctance  due to its contradictory concept of 
an unusual board room.
ImmediatelyImmediately after the First Meeting, this became the 
regular joint for the management meeting and we 
enjoy the feeling of a successful design which has its 
uniqueness and proper utilization
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Our office is thought of designing with a concept 
of using variety of materials where we can        
physically introduce those to our clients. At the 
same time we needed a continuity of the design 
concept so that it produces right ambience. 
SoSo we have veneered wall panelling,   laminated 
partition work, variety of texture paint finishes on 
the walls, wooden flooring, vinyl flooring,             
Synthetic carpet, wall paper, fabric vertical 
blinds, chick-blinds, traditional furniture, modular 
furniture, in-house designed wooden revolving 
chairs and many more items but all in a           
symphony.symphony. All customers we have so far greeted 
here, we have them saying “wow…nice job 
done.”

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2011
Design Concept: Modern

DESIGN & DECORS 
THE OFFICE
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RESIDENTIAL
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“

”

Working on very first interaction with 
Uzyol Kaur of Design & Decors we 
could soon make it, she not only goes 
on the same wavelength, she attunes 
quickly to lead you to what you         
envisioned. She'll guide you and direct 
you - but always keep you with your 
personal touch so that the reality     personal touch so that the reality     
becomes more than what you dreamt 
of.

- Rani Saluja
(Homemaker)
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Mr. Rohit wanted his bed room to         
be refurbished in order to welcome his 
wife after marriage in a few months. 
The bride wanted certain things done 
to her taste and needs. Both participa-
ted with variety of their ideas which we 
blended and re-blended, taking all     
aspectsaspects into consideration an amicable 
and decent design concept was born, 
that delighted both. 

Final result brought bright smile on     
everyone at family with buckets of 
thanks…what more complement is 
needed?

Interior Designer: Uzyol Kaur
Year: 2012
Design Concept: Contemporary

ROHIT GOYAL’S
RESIDENCE

This business background couple 
wanted their flat to be renovated. She 
wanted a bigger kitchen & a bay 
window, He wanted right space & 
angle of the TV as well as lots of areas 
for the display of artefacts and other 
collections, while the two kids required 
a study-cum-bedroom.  a study-cum-bedroom.  

Every aspect of their requirement was 
conceptualized in detail with best    
possible add-ons from our side for the 
best facelift of the premises. The end 
result was happy clients and happier 
we.

Interior Designer: Uzyol Kaur
Year: 2006
Design Concept: Contemporary 

RANI SALUJA & 
MANJIT SINGH’S
RESIDENCE
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This is a three bedroom top floor flat. 
Changes were made during the         
construction. It was discussed with the 
builder to remove the walls of kitchen… 
No lofts; Balcony area was included to 
the dining and bedroom areas to make 
them roomier, with better utilization of 
space.space.

By removing the walls the flat became 
too spacious and open as well. Some 
partitions were designed to maintain   
privacy without losing the spacious     
feeling. Since the height of the flat is           
restricted to 9’-00” there was obvious 
challenge of designing a false ceiling 
andand providing ceiling fans while                
encountering dropped beams here and 
there.

Finally, all the requirements were met 
through creative designing and well     
experimented colour schemes that gives 
a pleasant living experience. 

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2014
Design Concept: Modern

SINGHJI’S OWN
RESIDENCE
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While planning and designing interiors 
of this client we had to consider things 
from many angles. A shy couple having 
good taste, a certain limitation of 
budget yet not willing to compromise 
on quality.

ItIt took some time to understand and 
build the confidence and gradually the 
results were achieved. The house-lady, 
after looking into the 3D presentations, 
finally exclaimed, “Will my house look 
like this after execution? It’s looking so 
beautiful!” Our team was obviously  
elevatedelevated by such satisfaction of the 
client and we are happier to have 
given a good project.

The building is under construction and 
we are waiting for the time to start the 
execution of interiors.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2015
Design Concept: Modern

MR. RATH’S
RESIDENCE
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“

”

I liked the fact that the D&D team 
works hard to deliver their best. 
They understand the concept 
very well and keep things simple 
and convenient.
With their easy to understand With their easy to understand 
design layouts I can visualize a 
great outcome already.

- Mr. Rath
(Senior Govt. Officer)
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Mr. Roy is from West Bengal but likes the 
Bhubaneswar city. Though he is working 
abroad he wants to get settled in this city 
and thus, bought a flat.

DuringDuring the first meeting we could feel 
that this couple has good exposer & 
taste and at the same time very              
meticulous in budget planning. It finally 
became a turnkey project including 
electrical wiring, plumbing, sanitary ware 
beside all other interior works.

ItIt took some time by making changes 
quite a bit to meet their taste and            
needs. Finally designed, executed and 
completed with smiles of satisfaction.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2015
Design Concept: Modern

MR. ROY’S
RESIDENCE
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A decent couple with good understanding of 
their needs, taste and budget made us quite 
comfortable to design the interior of their flat. 
Certain existing furniture required to blend 
with the new furnishing; Mrs. Mishra’s              
suggestions were quite handy in working with 
this project. 

TheirTheir testimonial speaks of their experience 
with us. “It was our pleasure to be associated 
with you in very cordial way & got all timely 
support. Your gentleman-ship & honest way of 
talking which we will never forget. Please keep 
in touch, warm regards”

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2015
Design Concept: Electic

MR. A.K. MISHRA’S
RESIDENCE
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“

”

Mr. Mahapatra was waiting and was in 
search of the right kind of people who 
could conceive his ideas and help        
accomplish the work for him. 

WhenWhen we were introduced to him by the 
builders…’Yes! You can do the job for me 
the way I want it,’ said Mr Mahapatra 
who has good exposer from the places 
he’s been to during his career. 

BeingBeing in finance sector he wanted value 
for money, his hard earnings had to be   
rightly  invested in aesthetics & translate 
his thoughts of requirements to reality. 

Finally the project was handed over at 
par with satisfaction at both the ends.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2013 - 2014
Design Concept: Modern

MR. MAHAPATRA’S
RESIDENCE

Mr. Singh of D&D quickly gets to 
the point that you are looking 
for. This encourages me to give 
my project to be designed and 
executed by his team. It has 
been a pleasant experience as 
people at D&D bothered me 
least and did the job to my     least and did the job to my     
delight

- Mr. Abkash Mahapatra
(Corporate General Manager)
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“

”

I can definitely say that I'd recommend D&D to 
anyone. 

The team's knowledge of interior designing 
and communications was extremely  valuable 
in development of our Hotel Project. 

Overall, we really enjoyed working with D&D… Overall, we really enjoyed working with D&D… 
they helped us create great value for our 
customers

- Mina Singh
(M.D.)
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RMH is very centrally located property of 
a very eminent group in Bhubaneswar. 
This was a collaborative project where we 
played key role in improving many           
aspects while executing furnishing work. 

WeWe feel proud that work executed more 
than a decade ago is still reflecting the     
newness, of course well maintained. This 
project of ours stands out and speaks loud 
about our workmanship. 

Interior Decoration: Fakir Singh
Year: 2002
Design Concept: Contemporary

THE ROYAL MIDTOWN
HOTEL
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This prestigious project stared in the year 
2001 and developed in phases. We have 
been a part of this project from the            
beginning till its completion as designers &      
consultants. 

MayMay it was the Ethenic Chinese Restaurant 
“Inside China”, Exclusive theme Bar 
“Rodeo”, mini Conference room, Back 
office, Stage & Event Decoration we have 
been playing a key role in this organisation. 

EachEach and every work we have done for 
Pal Group is highly appreciated and led to 
more assignments.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2001 - 2010
Design Concept: Ethnic and 
Contemporary

HOTEL PAL HEIGHTS
THE HOTEL
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“

”

Its been more than two decades we 
have worked with Design & Decors 
team for many of our projects, we 
find them to be far most talented,    
innovative and hard working. More   
importantly they impress us by their 
emphasis on designing our premises 
by participating with our thoughts.by participating with our thoughts. 

- Harman Pal Singh
(M.D, Pal Group of Companies)
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Though we have furnished quite a few 
branches of banks like SBI, UCO Bank etc., 
this branch of Fedral bank was different 
and ahead of it’s time.

TheThe elements, colours, utility and space 
management, everything was so well      
balanced that we enjoyed executing this 
project and applauds thereafter.

Interior Decoration: Fakir Singh
Year: 1998
Design Concept: Contemporary

FEDRAL BANK
BHUBANESWAR
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Though the design concept was same in this 
Cuttack branch of Federal Bank, the space 
needed different arrangement.

Here we played a greater role in finalizing the 
colour scheme. The mural at the customer 
waiting area was quite unique which was 
thus far not seen in any bank in Odisha.

Interior Decoration: Fakir Singh
Year: 1998
Design Concept: Contemporary

FEDRAL BANK
CUTTACK
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“

”

Right from the start, Design & Decors 
has impressed us with their efficient, 
professional manner - an approach 
that not only inspired confidence, but 
generated the results we were looking 
for.

II am very pleased with the service     
received and would happily promote 
and recommend Design & Decors.

- Manager, Fedral Bank
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“I am extremely impressed with Design & Decors. Their high-energy and analytical 
skills allowed them to present to us a 
completely different way of looking at 
our interiors. 

I am very pleased with their results!

- MR. H.K. PATTANAIK
(Director General, I.M.I.S(Director General, I.M.I.S

”
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I.T.E.R. one of the leading Institution           
providing Engineering education also     
imparting Soft-Skill development program, 
assigned us to set up their English               
Language-cum-Skill Development Lab. 
AllAll co-operation was received from the 
Head of the Department to know the 
exact requirements. Acoustics is well     
managed by in-house developed sound 
diffusers those are cost effective and    
aesthetical at the same time. 
TailorTailor made modular furniture, newly      
designed interacting student devices;     
results are of International standard.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2009 - 2010
Design Concept: Electic

INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION & RESEARCH
LANGUAGE LAB

IMIS an A-1 category B-School ranking in 
Top 50 B-Schools of India gave us a free 
hand to design the Library. The outcome 
was a modular Library that was              
manufactured in collaboration with a   
reputed manufacturer of Eastern region. 
ExcellentExcellent workmanship, easy erection at 
site, clean & quick job. A very new      
concept of design for modular furniture 
that inspired even the manufacturer to 
put their hand in our gloves resulting 
many other collaborations. Satisfaction 
of our clients have been a pleasant       
experience.experience.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2006 - 2007
Design Concept: Modular

INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 
& INFORMATION SCIENCE
LIBRARY
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Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2009 - 2010
Design Concept: Electic

This again an Engineering College of a 
repute group; got their English Language 
Lab and Soft Skill Development centre 
designed and executed through us. 

Vivid yellow illusion pattern laminate was       
experimented as a highlighter with 
acoustic panels and matching colour 
chairs.chairs. The outcome was purely a bright  
classroom and a well managed space 
which always gives us satisfaction of a 
good work done and appreciation of 
the clients being the icing on a cake.

GITAM COLLEGE
LANGUAGE LAB

Technical Education provided at this front 
line institution by highly qualified  teaching 
staff required the right environment to    
prepare and get ready to deliberate the 
best  teaching and clarifying the  queries of        
inquisitive students.

WeWe did our best in designing and executing 
this ‘Odd-Shaped’ premise deriving       
maximum overall space utilization as well 
as comfortable individual cabin space 
that is well appreciated by the faculties. 
This leaded many similar works at ITER.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2009 - 2010
Design Concept: Contemporary

INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION & RESEARCH
FACULTY CABINS
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Yet another engineering College of     
reputation…our reputation became 
contagious among the educational       
institutes as we became experts in  setting 
up interiors for Smart Classrooms,     
Language Labs, and Soft-Skill              
Development Centres. 
AsAs informed by the clients, this project of 
ours was highly appreciated by the               
concerned college inspecting agencies 
time and again for its aesthetic and    
functionality, said as of international    
standard; gives us pride of winning award 
of repute for our workmanship. 

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2009 - 10
Design Concept: Electic

MAHAVIR INSTITUTE 
OF ENGINEERING &
TECHNOLOGY
LANGUAGE LAB

“

”

The D&D team is extremely Energetic, 
Self Motivated and is able to swiftly 
build and assimilate Ideas to Reality.

I was also impressed with their project 
management skills, communications 
abilities and capability to convey their 
recommendations effectively.

- - D.P Nayak
(Managing Director, M.I.E.T)
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IBCS is Leading B-School running under the 
banner of SOA University in Bhubaneswar. 
A renovation was required in a very short 
time, a quick job was required. Planning, 
execution…everything was done at site. 
Creating beams with plywood to balance 
the existing different ceiling levels, using of 
wallwall papers to finish the job in time was 
challenging and exciting as well. 

We met the D-Day, the planned event 
took place in time and thus the credit 
goes to…. Design & Decors.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2009 - 2010
Design Concept: Contemporary

INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS & 
COMPUTER STUTIES
SEMINAR HALL
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“

”

We've worked with various designers & 
consultants over the years, and we 
would rank Design & Decors as one of 
the most insightful and strategic teams 
with whom we have associated with. 

D&D effectively understood our thinking, D&D effectively understood our thinking, 
and helped us better analyze all our 
project space and Interiors.

- Er. Durga Prashad Mishra
(Engineer-in-Charge, SOA University)
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Institute of Medical Science & SUM           
Hospital is now one of the most popular 
Hospitals and Healthcare Institute of this  
locality. 

SeminarsSeminars for presentation of research     
documents, collaborative education,  
presentations by high-end visiting pro-
fessionals, live operation demonstration 
is almost an everyday practice. This   
premise had a situation of very narrow 
ceiling level at the end in audience side 
and managing ceiling was a situation. and managing ceiling was a situation. 

A successful work of designing and        
execution of this project opened up 
many doors for years now to collaborate 
with SOA University. One of The Best 
works of Design & Decors.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2009
Design Concept: Modern

IMS & SUM HOSPITAL
SEMINAR HALL

This happened to be another very challenging project for D&D team. Low 
height, Cross beams…in fact this premise was not designed for a Seminar 
Hall. Accepting the challenge we could come out with so far the best       
Seminar Hall of the University. 

With the colour, space & the traffic management in a single entry hall of 
365 seat capacity, this multi-purpose Seminar Hall stands out in all aspects. 
This is a Flagship Project of D&D

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh & Uzyol Kaur
Year: 2010 - 2011
Design Concept: Modern

INSTITUTE OF TECHNICAL 
EDUCATION & RESEARCH
SEMINAR HALL (BANSURI)
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This Auditorium of 450+ seating capacity 
happened to be the largest seminar hall so 
far of the SOAU Group. This hall was built for 
an International Convention that was to 
take place on a  scheduled date. Timeline,      
standards of designing were required to be 
well understood and conceptualized.

ProductsProducts like laminated flooring material   
experimented for wall cladding. A time 
saving, uniform finish of a parquet design on 
the walls were well blended with other      
elements. Final results; timely delivered     
project and words of high appreciation 
from all levels of the University made us 
proud at D&D. proud at D&D. 

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh & Uzyol Kaur
Year: 2011 - 2012
Design Concept: Contemporary

IBCS
SEMINAR HALL

IDS is yet another institute of SOAU. This is 
a very long hall in proportion to its width. 
It was a challenging project due to its 
odd proportion. Lighting, Visual, Audio 
and Sound Reflection were some hurdles 
we had to overcome.

ByBy well-designed aesthetics and acoustics 
we could handle the imbalance issue and 
the results stood out in all areas of this long 
hall.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh & Uzyol Kaur
 Year: 2011
Design Concept: Modern

INSTITUTE OF DENTAL  
SCIENCE
SEMINAR HALL
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Designing a MRI room is very Hi-Tech and 
precision job. A small mistake in using 
wrong material or workmanship could 
lead to loss of many man hours for          
rectification hence, causing loss to the 
client as the investment in the setup. This 
opportunity allowed us to expand our 
workmanship.workmanship.

Setting up a modern & advanced      
Haematology Lab, ICU Chamber,          
Cath-Lab, Modernized Pharmacy    
Counters, for hassle free dispensing       
patients with their respective medicine 
supply, AC Cabins for pre & Post-opera-
tive patients, space management &      
faceliftfacelift works at SUM Hospital has been a 
good experience.

Interior Designer: Fakir Singh
Year: 2012
Design Concept: Electic

IMS & SUM HOSPITAL
MRI ROOM
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NOW MOVING ON
TO OUR
ARCHITECTURAL WING...
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B+S+4 RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
AIGINIA, BHUBANESWAR

Architect: Sonam Tripathy
Client: Mr. Sandeep
Year: 2013 - Contd.
Type: Private
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HINDOL COLLEGE
GIRLS’ HOSTEL
DHENKANAL

GROUND FLOOR 

Architect: Sonam Tripathy
Client: Hindol College, Khajuriakatta
Year: 2013 - Contd.
Type: Government (U.G.C)

 FIRST FLOOR
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S+4 RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
NAKHARA

 2 B.H.K

1 B.H.K 

Architect: Sonam Tripathy
Client: Mr. Bharat Sahoo
Year: 2014 - Contd.
Type: Private

All 1BHK flats are of 
studio apartment style, 
also known as efficiency 
or bachelor apartment. 
It is a small flat which 
combines bedroom, 
living & kitchenette in a 
single area.single area.

2 BHK flats are well functional 
with 2 Bedrooms adjacently 
placed, Kitchen cum Dinning & 
Living area, thereby providing 
less circulation space and 
maximum comfort along with 
the optimum utility of spaces
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RESIDENTIAL DUPLEX
DHENKANAL

Architect: Sonam Tripathy
Client Name: Mr. Durga Pani
Year: 2012 - 2014
Type: Private

HOUSING PROJECT FOR TATA
SAMBALPUR

Architect: Sonam Tripathy
Client: TATA
Year: 2012 - Contd.
Type: Private
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KNOW MORE...
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1.  Envisage Creative Minds for Continuous Development of Innovative Designing,

2.  Client Satisfaction through Co-Creation

3.  Be Qualitative & Give Value for Money 

4.  Think Long-Term to maintain Goodwill

5. Application of Sustainability

VISION

To be recognised as a Quality driven Interior and Architectural Design Business 
House that provides all services from Conceptualization, Designing, Processing, 

Construction of Building & Interiors till Walkthrough, under one roof.

ToTo build long-term Client relationships in Co-Creating beautiful Premises and 
providing Living Style Solutions through inspiration and design. Dedication in 
creating buildings & interiors that reflect our client's personality and lifestyle, by 
capturing their design dreams and making them a reality until we listen the 

words “Yes That’s It, it suits my ideas, needs and pocket..." 

ProvidingProviding creative and meaningful design solutions, create environments that 
seamlessly integrate people, the culture, the environment, technology and 
the ultimate purpose of the space and most importantly be focused to            

Sustainability as we have only one Mother Earth.

1.

2.

3.

MISSION



STAGE ONE - INITIAL FACT-FINDING SESSION:
- Questionnaire session with the client for Fact-Finding  to Determine the Scope of Work
- Review of Client Design Collection, if any
- Detailed Explanation of Our Overall Design Process
- Clarifying our Working Terms and Fee Structure

STAGE TWO - MEETING FOR IN-DEPTH PLANNING:
- Identification of the Client’s Conceived Ideas- Identification of the Client’s Conceived Ideas
- Interaction to Learn Client’s Choices
- Discussion on Style Options
- Collect information about Site Conditions
- Sales Agreements & Purchase Orders

STAGE THREE - CONCEPTUAL DESIGN:
- Development & Presentation of Client’s Concept Design Layouts
- Detail Review of our Suggestions regarding Colour options, Textures, Furniture, Fabrics and Different ele- Detail Review of our Suggestions regarding Colour options, Textures, Furniture, Fabrics and Different elements.
- Initial Budget Planning

STAGE FOUR - FINAL DETAILED PLAN:
- Preparation of Final Lay-Out, Elevation & Working Drawings
- 3D Presentation and Freezing the Design
- Finalization of Schedule of Work
- Finalization of Finishes, Selections of Colour/Textures

STAGE FIVE - STAGE FIVE - CONSTRUCTION IMPLEMENTATION:
- Final Budget Planning basing on Bill Of Quantity
- Finalization of Vendors if required
- Finalization of Supervision Procedure
- Finalization of Site Visits
- Construction, Installation, Finishing & Client Walkthrough

THE FIVE STAGE
PROCESS

HOW WE WORK
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SL. DESCRIPTION OF WORK EXECUTED PROJECT TYPE

01
Complete designing, execution of Interior Furnishing Works comprising Partitions, 
Computer Work Station, Executive Office Chambers, Conference Hall of different 
Departments of GRIDCO Head Office, Bhubaneswar.

Government

02 Complete Interior Furnishing Work of Computerized Chandaka IIC Branch, 
Mancheswar, and Bhubaneswar. Government

03 Additional Interior Furnishing Works of Price Water House Training Centre, 
Bhubaneswar. Private

04
Complete Designing and Interior Furnishing Works of Corporate Office and Telco 
Spare Parts Show-Room of Pal Automotives Pvt. Ltd., Laxmisagar, Bhubaneswar with 
a theme “TELCO spare parts are no less than any precious jewellery”

Private

05 Complete Designing and Interior Furnishing Works of Corporate Office and TELCO 
Spare Parts Show-Room of Samal Motors Pvt. Ltd., Anugul as above work. Private

06 Complete Designing and Furnishing Works of TELCO Spare Parts Show-Rooms of 
TELCO dealers at Berhampur, Jajpur, Cuttack, Bhadrak etc. Private

07 Complete Designing and Interior Furnishing Work of Sales Offices of Kalinga 
Automobiles Pvt. Ltd., Bhubaneswar, dealers of Hindustan Motors. Private

08 Renovation and Interior Furnishing Works of Lecture Hall of Institute of Physics, 
Bhubaneswar including acoustic treatment. Government

09
Complete Interior Furnishing Work of all Public Areas like, Reception, Lounge, Dining, 
Bar, Back Office, Conference/Banquet Hall etc. and 20nos. of guest rooms of Hotel 
Royal Mid-Town, Jan path, Bhubaneswar.

Private

10

Complete Designing and Interior Furnishing work of “INSIDE CHINA “, an exclusive 
Chinese Restaurant including designing of RODEO Bar and other exclusive utility 
rooms/halls of Hotel Pal Heights Pvt. Ltd., Jaydev Vihar, Bhubaneswar where the 
ethnic styles at respective areas are well maintained.

Private

11
Complete Designing and Interior Furnishing Work of Wood Art Furnishers Pvt. Ltd., 
Kalpna Area, Cuttack Road, Bhubaneswar, the only Mega Interior Show-Room of 
Orissa.

Private

12 Complete Designing and Interior Furnishing Work of Inter Shoppe, a readymade 
garment shows room at CRP Square, Bhubaneswar. Private

13
Complete Interior Furnishing Work of Mitsubishi Lancer show room of Kalinga 
Automobiles Pvt. Ltd., Unit-I, Bhubaneswar, the only automobile show room in Orissa 
have cars display at first floor.

Private

14
Furnishing works like Reception Counter, Office Furniture and Spares/Service 
Counter, Display etc. for TOYOTA of Field Motors Pvt. Ltd., Pratap Nagar, NH.5, 
Cuttack

Private

15 Additional Interior Furnishing work of Auditorium of Institute of Physics, Bhubaneswar Government

16 Complete Interior Furnishing Work of Lourdes Textiles,   (Mega Shop), Unit I, 
Bhubaneswar. Private

17 Complete Office Interior Furnishing Work of Utkal Chamber of Commerce and 
Industries, Bhubaneswar Government

18 Complete Renovation of Interior Work of UCO Bank Puri Branch, Grand Road, Puri Government

19 Complete Designing and Supervision work of Banquet Hall, Guest Rooms and Back 
Office of Hotel Pal Heights Pvt. Ltd., Jaydev Vihar, Bhubaneswar. Private

20 Complete Designing and Supervision work of Corporate Office of Pal Group of 
Companies at Laxmisagar Chhak, Cuttack Road, Bhubaneswar. Private

21 Complete Designing and Supervision work of Residence Flat of Mr A P B Mallick, 
Jagamara, Bhubaneswar Private

22 Complete Designing and Supervision work of Residence Flat of S. Manjit Singh 
Saluja, Amrita Plaza, Satya Nagar, Bhubaneswar Private

23 Complete Designing and Supervision work of Project Office of Orissa Forestry Sector 
Ghatikia, Bhubaneswar Development Project, Government

24 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work at Seminar Hall & Library of IMIS, 
Bhubaneswar Private

25 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Seminar Hall SUM Hospital, 
Bhubaneswar Private

52 CLIENT LIST
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53CLIENT LIST (contd.)
26 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Faculty Chambers, Acc. Office & 

Director's Office of IBCS, Bhubaneswar Private

27 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Acc. Office and Multi-Disciplinary
Research Centre with Modular Furniture and Office Room for Professors. Private

28 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Smart Classroom-cum-Language 
Lab of ITER, Bhubaneswar Private

29 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Smart Classroom-cum-Language 
Lab of Mahavir Institute of Engineering & Technology, Bhubaneswar Private

30 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Seminar Hall of Institute of 
Dental Science, Bhubaneswar Private

31 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Faculty Chambers, ITER, 
Bhubaneswar Private

32 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work VIP A.C. Cabins for Sum Hospital, 
Bhubaneswar Private

33 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Smart Classroom-cum-Language 
Lab of Gandhi Institute of Technology & Management, Bhubaneswar Private

34 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Seminar Hall of SPS, 
Bhubaneswar Private

35 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Guest House for S'O'A University Private

36 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Faculty Cabins & Lobby Area of 
Gandhi Institute of Technology & Management, Bhubaneswar Private

37 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Lab for Civil, Physics & Mec. Dept. 
of ITER, Bhubaneswar Private

38 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Placement Centre & M D's 
Chamber of Mahavir Institute of Engineering & Technology, Bhubaneswar Private

39 Complete Interior Furnishing Work of Computerized Branches of Federal Bank at 
Cuttack and Bhubaneswar including ATM Centre at Bhubaneswar. Government

40 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Office Chamber of Asst. Dean ITER, 
Bhubaneswar Private

41 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Reception & Lobby area of S'O'A 
University, Bhubaneswar Private

42 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Auditorium of IBCS, Bhubaneswar Private

43 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work Auditorium Hall of ITER, 
Bhubaneswar Private

44 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of MRI Complex of SUM Hospital, 
Bhubaneswar Private

45 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Lobby & Seminar Hall of ITER, 
Bhubaneswar Private

46 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Pharmacy Out-Let of SUM 
Hospital, Bhubaneswar Private

47 Complete Interior Furnishing Work of computerized evening branch of State Bank of 
India, Sambalpur, and Orissa. Government

48 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Haematology Laboratory of 
SUM Hospital, Bhubaneswar Private

49 Complete Designing & Furnishing of Interior Work of Residence of V C of SOA 
University, Bhubaneswar Private

50 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Office of Students in ITER, 
Bhubaneswar Private

51 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Specialist's Chamber ICU, SUM 
Hospital, Bhubaneswar Private

52 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Seminar Hall IMIS, Bhubaneswar Private

53 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Library of IMIS, Bhubaneswar Private

54 Complete Designing & Execution of Interior Work of Faculty Cabins of IMIS, 
Bhubaneswar Private

...AND STILL COUNTING
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twitter.com/DDECORS

plus.google.com/+DesignnDecors

linkedin.com/in/designndecors

WE ARE SOCIAL !

Design & Decors, 385/1724, 2nd Lane, Near Royal Towers,
Damana Square,Bhubaneswar - 751016, Odisha, India
Telephone: +91 674 2742011, Mobile: +91 9937301211
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*USE ANY QR CODE SCANNER FROM YOUR APPLE OR ANDROID DEVICE TO SAVE THE CONTACT INFORMATION
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